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Husqvarna K4000 Wet
and Dry 110v Disc Cutter
Saw
Prod Code: 6050-HUSQ-20642

REPLACES HUSQVARNA K3000. INCLUDES FREE TACICUT S50 BLADE.

With the new K&thinsp;4000 series of cutters Husqvarna has performed an upgrade on
the much appreciated K&thinsp;3000 series, adding a number of beneficial functions that
will facilitate service as well as increase performance. However, the efficiency remains the
same with user-friendly ergonomics and forward-rotating blades for minimum effort.

This electric all-round cutter minimises the amount of water and slurry. Unlike other
electric cutters, the blade rotates forward, cutting into the material efficiently with
minimum effort on the operator. K 4000 is easily adaptable for dry cutting with the Vac
attachment accessory for minimal dust generation.

Constant-flow water valve
When wet cutting, water volume is regulated for a consistent flow to the blade. It uses
just enough water to bind the dust and create a slurry, so you're not wasting water.

Ergonomically designed rear handle
Hassle-free operation is achievable thanks to the convenient location of the power cable,
so it does not interfere with the trigger button. Small incremental improvements to the
layout can really improve the user experience, so that you can complete the task with
maximum comfort. 

Easy serviceability
Servicing and assembly are further simplified since the previous K3000 model, with Torx
screws and a one-piece inspection lid. Carbon rotor brushes help to increase service
intervals so you can spend more time cuting and less time waiting.

Simple blade change
A large outlet in the blade guard and a spindle with quick-acting locks makes blade
replacement even easier than previous models

Overload protection
With the Elgard™ system, the rotation speed is dynamically varied in order to protect
against overload.

Electronic Softstart™
Normal, slow-acting fuses are no problem for the K 4000

High durability and low noise levels
This electric power cutter had a high level of durability, with low noise levels and
minimised loss of power.

SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage 110v

Power Consumption 2.2kW

Rated input power 2.7kW

Max Cutting depth 125mm

Max Blade Diameter 350mm

Arbor diameter 25.4mm

Max blade thickness 5.6mm

handle vibration 3.5 M/S2

Length 631mm

Width 221mm

Height 313mm

Weight 7.6Kg


